Secretary’s
Challenge
The winner of the June challenge was Eileen
Halliwell, chosen by Greg Howard
at his demonstration
in June. Eileen’s
winning entry is
shown here.
Well done Eileen,
now to the next
challenge.

The August challenge is to re-produce this country
scene using any medium of your choice. The winner
will be chosen by Anthony Robshaw at his August 13th
demonstration, so entries in by then please. Usual rules
apply, the winner will receive a £10 cash prize.

Can you
help?

More
pavement
art

The Art Circle Secretary recently
received this email
‘Good Morning, I am the Manager
of a PDSA Charity Shop in a small
village called Callander in
Scotland. We have a donation of a
water colour, painted by
Tom Watkin in 1999, it depicts a
mother and child talking over a
fence next to a thatched cottage.
Attached to the reverse of the
frame is a newspaper cutting
mentioning your Art Circle where
Tom Watkin won the best
exhibition prize for the painting of
his pet terrier. Would you be able
to give us any more information
and a possible value? ‘
If you can help contact Eileen,
Secretary BAC. 01942 840571

This is not the first time I have
featured pavement art on
these pages. I think this is a
skill that seems to be largely
unrecognised. Is it because
the artwork only lasts a couple of days? Make no mistake
these are talented artists and
deserve as much recognition
as ‘Banksy’

Final
reminder
for Subs
If members
have not
renewed their
subs by the
end of July
they will no
longer be
entitled to
attend workshops
or exhibit their work
at the clubs various exhibitions.
But you are welcome to attend
our Demonstrations on the second
Tuesday of the month from April to
October and non members are also
welcome.
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Trip to Ilkley Social
Secretary

Members are reminded that full
payment is due by 1st of July. As this
newsletter goes to print there may
still be a few seats available for
anyone wishing to enjoy this great
day out. Over 300 works of art by
40 artists will be on show and more
than 17 leading brands of art
equipment suppliers to buy from.
You will also have the opportunity to
watch various demos by professional
artists. Contact Frank Findlow on
07411431007.

The trip to Ilkley is likely to
be the last trip organised by
Bolton Art Circle unless a
volunteer steps forward to
fill the vacancy.
We normally only have a
couple of trips per year and
Frank is happy to help and
advise anyone that wishes
to take on this important
club position.

